TOWN OF GLASTONBURY
GL-2014-13

Chain Link Fence – Bus Yard at 311 Oakwood Dr.

ADDENDUM #1
November 22, 2013

Bid Due Date: 11/26/13 @ 11:00 A.M.

The attention of bidders submitting proposals for the above-referenced project is called to the following Addendum to the specifications. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, addition, substitution or other change, are all to be included in and form a part of the proposed Contract Documents for the work. Bidders shall acknowledge this Addendum in the Bid Proposal by inserting its number on Page BP-1.

Question 1: Does the bus yard fence require a bottom rail?

Answer 1: No, the bus yard fence does not require a bottom rail. See further clarification below:

Within the bid documents Detailed Specifications, Part Three - Execution, Section B - Installation, Fabric: on page DS-4:

Last bullet reads:

- Install bottom rail as close to finish grade as possible

Last bullet is revised as follows:

- Install bottom wire as close to finish grade as possible

Note: This addendum consists of 1 page including the above text.

END OF TEXT